
T
he U.S. Environmental Pro-

tection Agency had a prob-

lem recently at one of its

investigation sites. How can

monitoring be accomplished

for extremely low levels of radiation with

very sensitive, heavy radiation detectors

in challenging terrain? How can this mon-

itoring be accomplished in areas with en-

dangered plant species without crushing

or destroying them? Perhaps not a surprise

to readers of this publication, the answer

was by using a mule.

The Santa Susana Field Laboratory lies

in a mountainous region northwest of Los

Angeles, California. In the late 1940’s it

was purchased by North American Avia-

tion as a site to test and develop rocket en-

gines. During the 1950’s, research began

on nuclear projects as well, specifically,

test reactors, space reactors, and testing of

specialized nuclear fuels for power appli-

cations. As research continued, incidents

occurred which released radioactivity into

the air and onto the ground. Some of the

incidents were arguably not well docu-

mented, and some of the incidents were

not well known until the late 1980s. 

As the surrounding area grew in popu-

lation, residents became concerned about

the safety of the project site and what

might be coming off the site that might af-

fect them. In addition to groundwater and

site pollution with chemicals, parts of the

site were contaminated with radioactivity. 

Over the years, North American Avia-

tion and subsequent owners, ending with

the Boeing Company today, have cleaned

up many parts of the site. The Department

of Energy, funder of much of the original

nuclear research, oversaw the cleanup.

However, the public, as with many radia-

tion sites of this type, continued to be con-

cerned about their safety and that the

cleanups were being done properly.

In 2009, Congress directed to U.S. En-

vironmental Protection Agency to monitor

Area IV of the Santa Susana site where the

radiation research took place, and also

monitor a buffer zone property to the north

where natural runoff pathways are. A spe-

cific charge was to find any area of the

property still contaminated, identify the

approximate size of the area, and collect

definitive soil and water samples to find

out if the radiation there was caused by

site operations or was natural to the area. 

Most of the major industrial work and

nuclear projects took place in the flat areas

of the 300 acre Area IV site, but many of

the Area IV run-off areas are in rugged ter-

rain. Most of the 100 acre Buffer Zone

land is in even more rugged terrain. A per-

son with a traditional hand-held radiation

survey instrument might be able to find

areas of contamination, but not at the low

levels needed to assure project stake hold-

ers that all the radiation had been found.

The EPA developed very sensitive gamma

radiation detectors for the flat areas – on

an off road forklift and a small tracked ve-

hicle. Both worked great, but on some

areas, it was too rugged or too rocky to use

them, or there were endangered plant

species that these heavy vehicles could

damage. Enter the mule.

For this project, a mule could carry two

very sensitive radiation detectors, which

alone weigh about 60 pounds each. One

could be mounted on either side of a stan-

dard pack saddle, modified to hold the de-

tectors about midway on the side of the

animal’s body. The detectors are shielded

to look down at the ground. To accomplish

our objective of carrying this heavy spe-

cialized equipment into rugged, steep ter-

rain, we needed to find young, sound

mules trained to work in difficult terrain.

Not just any mule would do. We needed

mules with the necessary muscle mass and

bone density to enable them to carry the

radiation detectors and other equipment,

which weighs close to 300 pounds, over

rough terrain. Our search lead us to Ken-

tucky where we found a young team of

surefooted draft mules bred from

Percheron mares, each weighing in at

about 1,600 pounds. This team had

worked together in the timber industry,

they were docile, and had a good rapport

with the handler.

Once brought to the project site, our an-

imal handler trained the mules for three

weeks to familiarize them with the terrain,

pack saddle, specialized gear, and to de-

velop deeper rapport. Due to confined

spaces, the handler had to train them to

lead from the left, right, and directly be-
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The handler leads the mule back and forth over the area to be monitored.



hind. Once the training was complete, off

to work they went, exceeding our expec-

tations and always eager to get into the

field. They work in two hour shifts

throughout the day providing them well

deserved breaks from the intense Califor-

nia sun. Data from the radiation detectors

was transmitted to a nearby computer with

wireless technology. The mule’s footprint

is small compared to the wheeled vehicles,

and it’s nimble and sure footed.

The EPA and its two site technical con-

tractors, HydroGeoLogic (HGL) and the

Palladino Company (TPC), couldn’t be

more pleased with the results. Robert Lap-

pin, who had previously worked in the

movie industry with horses and mules,

finds his job as animal handler, trainer,

field worker, and device fabricator very

challenging and interesting. The scientists

of HGL and TPC, who developed the elec-

tronics for the radiation detection systems,

consider the unique aspects of this low-

level radiation detection application to be

on the cutting edge of science. The mules

seem to find the work fun and they have

always displayed a good attitude toward

the work.

The system detects low levels of gamma

radiation and gives that information back

to scientists. Specifically, the EPA is trying

to find out what radiation is still on the

site, what was missed in previous

cleanups, and what is naturally there as

well. Neither the mules nor the people

working there are in danger in doing this. 

Before any area is monitored, a crew of

HGL staff perform what they call a

“stomp and tromp.” This is going into an

area, identifying holes, soft spots, debris,

and other challenges, and if possible, re-

moving the native rattlesnakes to other

areas before work takes place. 

In the areas where the mules will be

used, the handler and the project scientists

agree on the area to be monitored and dis-

cuss the schedule for the day. The pack

saddle, modified to carry the radiation de-

tectors and electronics, is lifted off a barrel

which carries it to the site and lowered

onto the mule. Each mule is given a short

time to carry the monitoring system, and

the handler watches the mule carefully for

signs of stress or heat issues in the field.

The handler leads the mule back and forth

over the area to be monitored, covering

the appropriate area in a way similar to

how one would mow a lawn. In challeng-

ing terrain, a mule can get into a heavily

vegetated area or move down a small path

much better than one of the EPA’s wheeled

vehicles can. Safety for the mules is im-

portant, and while they aren’t in any dan-

ger from radiation, we are concerned

about terrain that is too steep or holes or

other obstacles that might make them trip

or fall. For this reason, some areas of the

property are judged as inaccessible.

When the mules are on site, they are

kept in a special corral where they are fed,

brushed, washed, and looked after. On the

weekends, they spend time at a corral off

site. 

The public and other project stakehold-

ers appreciate the level of technical detail

that the EPA is using to understand the

Santa Susana site. But “everybody wants

to see the mules,” says EPA project man-

ager Mary Aycock. She and the public un-

derstand the unique work these animals

The pack saddle, modified to carry the radiation detectors and electronics, is lifted 

off a barrel which carries it to the site and lowered onto the mule. 



are able to accomplish for this important

project. Many of the stakeholders have

had their pictures taken with the mules

and have brought apple and carrot treats

for them when they visit. At the time of

this article, Mary reports that the Area IV

part of the site is almost complete for

gamma scanning with the mules and other

vehicles, and that the Buffer Zone work

will continue into the early part of 2012.

Project scientists are using information

on gamma levels from the mules and other

vehicles to identify areas for soil sam-

pling. Many specific analyses will identify

the type and level of radioactivity remain-

ing. The cleanup level is low, so measure-

ments have to be as precise as possible.

Information on remaining radioactivity

will be turned over to the Department of

Energy, who will direct final cleanup. 

In my own case, as author of this short

article and science advisor for this project,

I find it interesting what my colleagues in

other parts of the EPA ask me. Normally

there is some disbelief and joking initially

that we’re using mules but then later ad-

miration with what we’ve accomplished

scientifically with them. We’ve given sev-

eral presentations at scientific meetings on

how our monitoring is proceeding and all

the unique technology we’ve developed.

Hopefully, one day when the Santa Susana

Field Laboratory is cleaned up and in its

final use as a state park, the contributions

of the mules and all the people who relied

on them will be recognized in their efforts

to make this site safe for all.
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